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Abstract: Sales Forecasting provide information of how much sales of a specific product is likely to occur in a
specified time period so that the organization can predict their targets and improve their strategy in order to
improve their sales or productivity for the coming future. This paper use ensemble learning model which is a
combination of different machine learning models like CATBOOST, XGBOOST etc., to forecast monthly sales for
the one of large Russian software firms called 1C Company. The model building process was guided by the
commonsense reasoning and by analytic knowledge discovered during data analysis and definitive
conclusions.
Keywords:Cat boost, Xg boost; SVM; Light GBM; ARIMA;
I.INTRODUCTION
Business sales forecasting are becoming more sophisticated for both strategic and judicious business planning.
Thus, there is still an outstanding question arise how to enhance the quality of sales forecasting. The NonTransparent, top performing black-box machine learning models, such as boosting, random forests, SVM(Support Vector Machine), and neural networks attain remarkable greater predictive performance in
comparison to simple, interpretable models such as Naive Bayes, Decision tree. This is only the reason for low
utilization and acceptance of predictive ML models in areas where transparency and comprehensibility of
decisions are required. For data gathering trend and seasonal patterns, failure in describing for the trends may
result in very poor predictions. In dealing with these problems of sales prediction from last few decades, time
series forecasting technique, such as moving average, exponential smoothing, multivariate regressions, and
ARIMA, have been introduced and commonly used in practice to solve for these patterns.
Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs) is a new opponent in forecasting sophisticated patterns and seasonal
trends. Artificial neural networks has arisen as a technology with a huge potential for recognising and
modeling data patterns in last few decades that are hard to observe by conventional statistical methods in
variety fields of computer science, and finance. (ARIMA) stands for Auto Regressive Integrated Moving
Average, it has been already used in forecasting commodity prices, such as natural gas or oil. In power
systems, ARIMA model has also been used for forecasting load, with satisfying results. In present, that is being
done in many countries with the restructuring process, simpler Auto Regressive (AR) models are also being
used for predicting monthly prices, like in the Norwegian system.
In this paper, we will focus on the sales prediction using Ensemble Learning Model. That is, this paper provides
sales forecasting by using the different machine learning models and combine the output of applied models
and produce the accurate sales forecast. These models are based on the time series analysis and provide
reliable and accurate forecasts of sales in the different businesses.
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II. METHODOLOGY
This section describes various ensemble methods and prediction models for sale forecasting.
2.1 Ensemble method:
It help enhance machine learning results. It is done by combination of several models. This method delivers
high quality prediction compared to a single model. Various ensemble methods include the following: a. Stacking: It combines multiple classifications models using a meta-model or a meta-classifier and is trained
on the output from the base level model as the features.
b. Boosting: It makes reference to a group of algorithm that has the capability to convert less strong learners
into strong learners. It runs on the principle of fitting a series of weak learning models which are slightly
better compared to random guessing, example, small decision tree into weighted version, of the data. More
weights are given to examples that were wrongly predicted by earlier rounds. The predictions then combined
using a weight sum to produce final prediction.
c. Bagging: Bagging stands for bootstrap aggregation. The way to reduce the variance of an estimate is to
average together the multiple estimates. For example, different subsets of the data chosen randomly can be
used for training M different trees with replacement and we compute the ensemble result using:

Bootstrap sampling method is used by bagging to get the data subsets for training the base learners. For the
purpose of averaging the outputs of base learners bagging uses voting for classification and averaging for
regression.
d. Blending: Blending uses the same method as that of stacking but it uses only a holdout set from the training
dataset to make the required predictions. In different term, the predictions are only made on the holdout set.
The prediction and holdout set are used to construct a model that is executed on the testing dataset.
2.2. Prediction Model
a. XG Boost: Xg boost refers to extreme Gradient Boosting. It is based on gradient boosting framework.
Gradient boosting is the machine learning technique to deal with classification, regression and ranking
problems. Xg boost has regularized model formalization to control over fitting that boost its performance. It
provides a good result for most of the datasets involving linearity and nonlinearity. It is efficient as it supports
parallel computation on a single machine. Model of Xg boost is based on the concept of Gradient boosting
which believes that single trees does not provide enough strength to give accurate prediction. Hence, the
ensemble of decision trees are used, where trees are added in such a way that they optimizes the current error.
The tree ensemble model uses classification and regression trees (CART). It optimizes the result by using
objective functions with certain set of parameters.
b. Light GBM: It is a distributed, fast as well as high-performance gradient boosting ( GBRT,GBDT, GBM or
MAR) framework that uses a learning algorithm that is tree-based, and is used for classification, ranking as
well as other different ML tasks. It is a gradient boosting framework which makes use of tree-based algorithm
and also follow leaf-wise method which is different from other algorithms that work in a level wise approach
pattern.
c. Cat Boost: It is developed by Yandex and is recently open-sourced. It is a good machine learning algorithm.
It can easily work with deep learning framework like Tensor Flow and Core ML. It can work with different data
types to help solving a variety of problems that businesses deals in today. To boost it up, it provides good
accuracy.
It has two major speciality:
• It delivers good results without large scale data training which is normally required by other ML methods.
• Provides powerful ready-made supports for the more expressive data formats that many business faces
today. “Cat Boost” name comes from two words “Category” and “Boosting”.
The library works well with multiple Categories of data, such as text, audio, image and historical data.“Boost”
derived from gradient boosting machine learning algorithm as this library is founded on gradient boosting
library. Gradient boosting is a useful ML algorithm widely applied to different types of new business problems
like recommendation and fraud detection and forecasting, it performs quiet well too. It can also delivers good
result with very less data, unlike DL models that need to be trained on massive amount of data.
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d. Random forests: It is also called random decision forests, is a ensemble method that is used in
building predictive models for solving regression and classification problems. Ensemble methods uses
numerous learning models to assist in better predictive results, for random forest, the model generate a forest
of random unrelated decision trees to reach at the best feasible output. It has been used to predict time series
because they accept past values as input and predicts the future values.
III. PROPOSED MODEL
3.1 Data Description
We obtained the dataset from Kaggle and it’s a time series dataset containing daily sales data, published by
large Russian company firms 1C Company. The dataset is split into separate files which contain different
columns as follows
Attribute
ID
shop_id
item_id
item_category_id
item_cnt_day
item_price
Date
date_block_num
item_name
shop_name
item_category_name

Description
an id which acts as identifier for a (Shop, Item) tuple within the test set
unique identifier for a shop
unique identifier of a product
unique identifier of item category
no of products sold-out. Weneed to predict a monthly amount of this measurement
current price of an item
date in format dd/mm/yyyy
a consecutive month number, used for convenience. January 2013 is 0, February
2013 is 1,..., October 2015 is 33
name of item
Name of shop
name of item category

The different files are item.csv, item_category.csv, shops.csv, sales_train.csv, test.csv.
items.csv:- It contain information about the items/products. It has 22170 unique items.
item_category.csv:- It contain information about items categories with 84 unique item categories.
Shops.csv:- It contains information about the shops. The total no of data is 60 unique shop names.
Sales_train.csv:- It is a training set which contain daily historical data from Jan 20 2013 to Oct 2013. It has
2935849 data points.
Test.csv:-It’s the test set. On which sales prediction is to be made for these shops and products for November
2015. It has 214200 individual data points.
As the sales prediction should be in monthly basis we transform the data from daily wise transaction to
monthly wise.
3.2 Data Analysis:In this section we have done exploratory data analysis where we find the answers of certain questions such as
what is the seasonal trend? Top selling category? Or year in which more sale occurred?

Figure 1
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In figure 1 it shows what is the monthly sales. From this graph we observe that the sales are generally high
during the beginning and end of a month and the sales are a lot high during the month of November compared
to rest of the year.

Figure 2
In Figure 2 we see what is the sales pattern of the company in an interval of time.

Figure 3
In figure 3 we observe that winter season sales are higher compared to other season. Sales of the year 2014
was higher compared to other years. In the year 2015 sales were down.

Figure 4
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In figure4 we observe the top 10 selling categories of the company. Here we also observe that only few
categories holds most of the sales count. From above analysis, we are able to generate new features which will
help the model in delivering better prediction. It also help us to understand the dataset better and help us
remove the outliers.
3.3 Stacked ensemble model
In this section, we are proposing a stacked ensemble architecture in which there is two levels. In level 1 there
are four models cat boost xg boost, random forest and knn. At level 2 we are using linear regression. We are
using simple hold out scheme for training and validation purpose in which we split training data into 3 parts,
lets call them part A,B,C where we fit part a to each model of first level and predict on part B, C and test data.
Getting the meta features let’s call it part_B_ meta part_C_ meta and test_ meta respectively. Than we train level
2 model on part_B_meta and valiadate on part_C_ meta and when we are satisfied with the performance we
train the level 2 model with combined part_b_meta and part_C_meta and predict for test meta. We train the
level 1 model cat boost, xgboost, random forest and knn on simple holdout scheme next we form a new dataset
which contain the output of the level 1 models and train the level 2 model on this dataset.
IV. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS
In this section we will discuss the performance of the model we have proposed above. We used root mean
squared error

Where the output is value for theithyi observation and is theyi hat predicted value.

Figure 5

Figure 6
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So, we are using root mean squared error for calculating the performance of the proposed model and
comparing with the other model on validation set. We compare results of the ensemble model with a single
model like KNN, CATBOOST etc. and found that the proposed ensemble model was able to recognize pattern of
the data in a decent way compared to other models.
In figure 5 displays the performance of level 1 model, the middle line is drawn value of max and min
prediction. The blue line represents how the model behaves the closure the line to the dotted line the better is
the prediction. By the above graph that alone level 1 model is not capable for better prediction. Figure 6 shows
the performance of ensemble model. This model delivers a better performance compared to level 1 model.
CONCLUSION
Sales prediction is a widely studied topic both in business. Due to the non-static nature of the data it is difficult
to forecast the sales. The sales depend on numerous factors some of which may be unexpected line economy of
the country weather patterns etc. Still based on the historic data we tried to design a model for this purpose.
We can collect more data on the locations of the shop and the festival seasons in the locality so model can
make more accurate predictions. Ensemble learning models can be applied on variety of problems such as
stock prediction weather forecast etc.
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